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Date

Creative
Catalysts

Friday

Hywel Roberts

17th June

Debra Kidd

2016

Lisa Ashes
Will Ryan

Ian Gilbert
With David
Cameron
Welcome by
Andy Gray

I Did it My Way

Time

venue

1.00 - 2.00
lunch

The Hub

Sorry about the clichéd title!
We are celebrating the publication of “There is another way”, a collection of essays by some of the
finest educational thinkers around. AND.... some of the best of them are joining us for a Creative
Conversation – which might have a bit of a party feel about it!
The legendary Hywel Roberts with his unique combination of irresistible wit, charm and practical
ideas. He’s never had a bad review and if you don’t enjoy him we check you for a pulse.
We are also bringing back Debra Kidd, a huge success on her last visit. She’s a brilliant trainer
rooted in practice with huge intellectual depth and big ideas.
Joining them is Lisa Ashes who has worked with Pedagoo and literacy coordinators. She delivers
superb workshops and leaves you with ideas that you can take and use in classrooms the very next
day.
Bringing a bit of gravitas we have Will Ryan, one of the best leadership trainers you will hear.
Finally, Ian Gilbert, who runs Independent Thinking, a leading, inspiring and influential consultancy.
He’s a successful author in his own right, but he will be in the role of ringmaster!!
Google them and be amazed that you can see them for nothing and get lunch, wine and nibbles. Not
only will this remarkable collection of presenters do it their way, they will give you the confidence,
courage, conviction to do it your way - as well as the tools to make it work.

2.00 – 4.30
Creative
Conversation
PARTY!
4.30 onwards
for wine and
nibbles

Castlehill,
Royal
Mile
EH1 2NE

